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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
COMPUTATION BOOK

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

In all work in which accuracy and ease of reference are important, much depends upon carrying out the computation
nt a systematic manner, The following instructions, taken from the Engineering Department Figuring Book of the
Allis-Chalmers Co., serve as a guide in this maller.

“All computations, of whatever kind, are to be made in these books, except in cases

where special blanks may be providedforspecific kinds of computation. Computations may
se made in ink or pencil, whichever may be more convenient. Pencil figuring should be

done with a soft pencil. All the work of computation should be done in these books,
including all detail figuring.” -

“Each subject should begin on a new page, no matter how much space may be left on

the previous page, The subject, with the date of beginning it, should be plainly written at
the top of the first page of the subject.”

“Work should be done systematically, and as neatly as consistent with rapidity, The
books are, however, intended for convenience, and no unnecessary work should be done for

sake of appearance only. Errors should be crossed off instead of erased, except where the
atter will facilitate the work. Work should not be crowded. Paper costs less than the time

which would be expended in attempting to economize space in making erasures.”
“Where curves drawn on section paper (or sketches) are necessary parts of a computa-

tion, they should be pasted in the book, except where specifically otherwise provided for.”
“Computations should be indexed, in the back of the book, by the person using the book,”
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|. Pressure volues given represent rough

estimates of the pressure os it would be
measured by a small gage free to move with
the water, in on infinite extent of water.

2. Pressure exerted on a fixed surface
#ili depend on rigidity of support ond on ori=-
antation of the surface.

3. Response of o target to pressure
axerted upon it depends on the dynamic
sharacteristics of the torget.

4. To set distance and time, follow appro-
priate contours to intersection with weight
ordinate ond square across to pressure con-
tours. See example.
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Exompie: 10 pounds charge causes
300 pounds per square inch pres-
sure of 5 feet distance 2 milli-
seconds after explosion.
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Pressure due to Explosion of TNT under Water at One Atmosphere
Contours represent Pressure in Pounds per square Inch

Tentotive Data subject to Correction
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THE DAVID TAYLOR MODEL BASIN
BUREAU OF SHIPS

NAVY DEPARTMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C.

May 1942

Period of Oscillation of an Underwater TNT-Gas Globe

as a Function of Weight of Charge
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These curves are for oscillations of a gas globe resulting from a charge of
INT exploded under water at a depth of h feet. They are theoretical curves
based on the assumption that the total energy of the charge is proportional
to the weight of the charge and that one-third of this total energy is lost
by radiation and heat effects during the first expansion. The curves are
valid for r,/r, 2 10, where r, is the maximum, end r, the minimum radius.
Experimental data have confirmed values obtained from these curves within

about twenty per cent.
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Period of Oscillation of an Underwater TNT-Gas Globe
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These curves are for oscillations of a gas globe resulting from a charge of

INT exploded urdder water at a depth of h feet. They are theoretical curves

based on the assumption that the total energy of the charge is proportional
to the weight of the charge and thet one-third of this total energy is lost
oy radiation and heat effects during the first expansion. The curves are
valid for r,/r, 2 10, where r, is the maximum, end r, the minimum radius.
ixperimental data have confirmed values obtained from these curves within
about twenty per cent.
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